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The following portfolios are available
to be borrowed by Guilds and their
individual members by applying to
the Resources Custodian.

Folios are issued for
2 months at $15 each.
Folios are graded (with asterisks) for level of difﬁculty:

Beginners*
Intermediate**
Advanced***
To request a DVD or Folio (or to make enquiries about any
aspect of them, or suggest a new Folio) please contact:

ANZEG Resources Custodian:
Jill Wilson
2315 Wyuna Bay Road, RD 1
COROMANDEL 3581
Phone 021 295 0770
Email ANZEGResources@gmail.com
PLEASE RETURN YOUR BORROWED FOLIO OR DVD
TO JILL WILSON AT THE ABOVE ADDRESS
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1. From My Hands*:
Danish Handkerchief and
Paua Lights
2. Assisi*
3. Pulled Thread Bookmark***
4. Italian Inspiration Mat**
5. Tassels and Cords*
6. Dorset Feather Stitchery*
7. Edgings*
8. Hems and Mitres*
9. Lavender Bags*
10. Italian Whitework Mat**
11. Hardanger Tassel*
12. Surface Stitchery*
13. Toggles* (being revamped at present)
14. Blackwork Bookmarks
15. Wessex Needle Folder**
16. Latvian Inspired Mat**
17. Canvaswork Ribbon Pincushion*
18. Mounting Embroidery
19. NEW Hedebo
20. NEW Ruskin Lace
21. NEW Threads from Jane
22. Hussif**
23. Russian Filigree Mat**
24. Designing with Pattern Darning*
25. Canvas Needlecase with zip pocket
26. Design*** (6 part folio)
a. Working with a template
b. Working with cut paper
c. Looking at unexpected parts of
the plant, graphing, stylising with
straight lines
d. Voided design
e. Playing with line
f. Graphing for working in colour
g. Making an abstract design
27. Linen Needlecase with Picot Edge*
28. Elizabethan Sweet Bag***
29. Cross Stitch Hussif
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All In White Sampler***
Florentine Canvaswork*
Wessex Concertina Needlebook**
Schwalm * and ***
3 Dimensional Trees**
Drawn Thread Mat***
Goldwork * and ***
Elizabethan**
Needlelace***
Christmas Decorations*
(Conference Raﬄe 2016)
Stitch Sampler Booklet*
Rectangle Covered Box*
Pattern Darning Pincushions*
NEW Garden Sampler
Jacobs Ladder Needleholder*
Wool Felt Christmas Baubles*
ANZEG Diary Cover*
Velvet and Felt Bag*
Introductory Stitch Programme*
New Zealand Needle Roll**
Berlin Woolwork*
Canvas Pincushion**
Pulled Thread Needlebook*
Both Sides The Same***
Kogin Zip Purse*
NEW Pohutukawa Mat
NEW Blackwork Xmas Decos
NEW Pocket for Titania
NEW Peacock Scissor/Needlecase
NEW Elizabethan Pincushion

ANZEG
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ANZEG Folio No 1

From My Hands**
Danish Handkerchief and Paua Lights
Exquisite counted satin stitch and pulled thread embroidery.
This folio includes both of the above mat samples and the
printed book that also has other patterns included.
Designed, published and stitched by Olwyn Horwood and
generously donated to ANZEG Resources.
~3~

ANZEG Folio No 2

Assisi*
The Assisi folio is an excellent study on this technique.
It has 25 pages which are devoted to the history,
suggested linen and samples to tempt!
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ANZEG Folio No 3

Bookmark***
(Fine)
This bookmark on fine (high thread count) linen is an ideal
resource for those beginning to work with linen.
Folio compiled by Mina Thomas.
~5~

ANZEG Folio No 4

Italian Inspiration Mat**
A delicate mat stitched in traditional cream on cream.
A great project for lovers of counted work.
All instructions and sample mat included.
Designed and stitched by Olwyn Horwood from North Shore
Guild and generously donated to ANZEG Resources.
~6~

ANZEG Folio No 5

Cords and Tassels*
Instructions come with completed samples, together with a
booklet published by Madeira Marketing. Anyone wanting to
learn to make elegant tassels and cords to complete
embroidered articles will find this an excellent resource.
~7~

ANZEG Folio No 6

Dorset Feather Stitchery*
A number of pages make up the work in this folio and the
history and uses of this ‘peasant’ embroidery is explained very
clearly. The folio is accompanied by the book ‘Dorset Feather
Stitchery’ by Olivia Pass. Joan Forsythe has stitched a
design, along with her explanation of how she arrived at the
design, which could be used for a blouse yoke.
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ANZEG Folio No 7

Edgings*
All you ever needed to know about edgings and how to finish
them. Samples are enclosed to help reach the destination!
The folio was compiled by Kirsty Burbury.
~9~

ANZEG Folio No 8

Hems and Mitres*
How to make beautiful mitred corners on your hemstitched
linen are explained very clearly in this folio. It consists of
seven pages with clear samples and methods to follow.
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ANZEG Folio No 9

Lavender Bags*
This folio has always been popular.
Samples accompanying this folio were worked by Joan Ryder
who makes the comment: “These seem to appeal to young, old
and in-between.” Suggested use of material, thread and needles
make this an easy folio for anyone to follow.
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ANZEG Folio No 10

Italian Whitework Mat**
A counted work mat that includes a variety of stitches and
would be a good learning project for a guild group,
guided by an experienced embroiderer.
All instructions and sample mat included.
Designed and stitched by Olwyn Horwood from North Shore
Guild and generously donated to ANZEG Resources.
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ANZEG Folio No 11

Hardanger Tassel*
A small hardanger project for individuals or guilds to borrow.
These tassels can be stitched in traditional creams
or whites but are also beautiful with added Christmas
colours and beads to create decorations.
All instructions and 2 sample tassels included.
Designed and stitched by Marjorie Irwin from Waikato Guild
and generously donated to ANZEG Resources.
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ANZEG Folio No 12

Surface Stitchery*
Anne Averill has updated this folio and we’re advised on
reference books, threads, colour, design and stitch families
along with mounting and presentation of completed work, plus
how to achieve the attractive sampler of stitches.
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ANZEG Folio No 13

Toggles*
This is a small folio but the two cards of accompanying
instructions and samples show the steps to follow to
create fabric toggles to finish the ends of cords.
~ 15 ~

ANZEG Folio No 14

Blackwork Bookmarks*
Kindly revamped by Muriel Pullar.
Three simple blackwork designs to learn from.
Simple, easy to follow instructions included.
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ANZEG Folio No 15

Wessex Needle Folder (6 Pocket)**
Wessex is a method of stitchery evolved by Mrs Foster of Bath, England
in the early 20th century. It was studied indepth by Gay Eaton in New
Zealand – Gay published the book ‘Wessex Sitchery’ in 2001.

Ann, being one of Gay’s students (and with her blessing),
went on to develop and teach several projects.
This project is stitched on 32 count linen, over 2 threads
with one strand of embroidery cotton.
Designed and stitched by Ann Brocas and
generously donated to ANZEG Resources.
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ANZEG Folio No 16

Latvian Inspired Mat**
A beautifully designed mat based on traditional Latvian
embroidery that can be stitched in colours of your choice.
The stitches used are satin stitch and Holbein stitch. Finished
size 36cm x 36cm. All instructions and sample included
Designed and stitched by Ann Brocas and
generously donated to ANZEG Resources.
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ANZEG Folio No 17

Canvas Ribbon Pincushion*
An oldie but a goodie. Patterns and samples have been recently
designed and stitched for a local guild project.
You decide on placement of the individual patterns.
All instructions and samples included.
Designed and stitched by Jill Wilson from Coromandel Guild.
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ANZEG Folio No 18

Mounting Embroidery*
Compiled by Pene Williamson with some
working samples completed by Marianne Craig.
You will be in no doubt about mounting your embroidery after
working through this excellent folio.
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ANZEG Folio No 19

Hedebo**
This portfolio has been generously donated by Jean Rothwell
(Wellington) who, among other subjects, has tutored Hedebo.
Included are 2 project mats, general hedebo information, very
thorough and clear samples, photos, patterns, communications
with students and Danish tutor Jytte Harboesgaard and the
book Kniplingssyning fra Hedeboegnen by Jytte Harboesgaard
and Marianne Lotzbeck. A real treasure trove.
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ANZEG Folio No 20

Ruskin Lace**
Irene McDiarmid was gifted Dorothy Clark’s Ruskin Lace
portfolio, including projects and notes from her time tutoring.
Irene has very kindly regifted the resource to ANZEG.
It is a lovely collection with many small details recorded in a
book of where Dorothy taught, how many students, who she
stayed with, travel costs etc. Included in the folio are patterns
and samples for small projects. It’s an absolute treasure.
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ANZEG Folio No 21

Threads From Jane**
This mat was named by Lee Westfield because she used linen
and threads dyed by Jane van Keulen. You can easily choose
your own colour scheme though. The original mat and this
sample have been stitched on 30 count linen. It could also be
stitched on 28 or 32 count even weave linen. This delicate mat
uses four sided stitch, faggot stitch, satin stitch and drawn
thread finished with a picot and satin stitch hem.
Designed by Lee Westfield; the sample is stitched by
Kim Wood and generously donated to ANZEG Resources.
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ANZEG Folio No 22

Hussif**
One could say this was almost a historical piece of work!
It featured in a ‘loan packet’ sent from the UK Embroiderers’
Guild before our Association was formed. The sample was
worked by Margaret Jeffery. The resultant hussif is very
elegant and includes many useful embroidery skills.
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ANZEG Folio No 23

Russian Filigree Mat**
This delicate, lacy design is stitched on 30 or 35 even weave
linen using mostly Holbein stitch and eyelets. A single thread
of stranded cotton is used to create a beautiful light finish.
Ann has adapted this design from a Russian pattern book.
All instructions and sample included
Designed and stitched by Ann Brocas and
generously donated to ANZEG Resources.
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ANZEG Folio No 24

Designing with
Pattern Darning*
Joyce Ross has put together this teaching aid,
and included some historical notes.
The folio takes us through from design to stitch.
~ 26 ~

ANZEG Folio No 25

Canvaswork Project**
A Needlecase with Zip
This folio has been designed and stitched by Jane Grif¿th
and Rosalie Starling from Kapiti Guild.
The instructions are excellent and there are also
stitched samples. The size of one side of the Needlecase is
18cms by 11cms. The pocket between the two sides is
a great size for taking around scissors, pencil etc.
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ANZEG Folio No 26

Design**
A. Working with a template.
B. Working with cut paper.
C. Looking at unexpected parts of plants, graphing,
stylising with straight lines.
D. Voided designs.
E. Playing with line.
F Graphing for working in colour.
G. Making an abstract design.
This folio comes in six parts: (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f)
compiled by Mary Heathcott and Heather Brinsdon. A group of
embroiderers could have a lot of fun exploring.
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ANZEG Folio No 27

Linen Needlecase with
Picot Edge*
An ideal project for a wet day. Simple stitchery on linen and a
very nice finished project. Great for beginning embroiderers
and those new to working with linen.
~ 29 ~

ANZEG Folio No 28

Elizabethan Sweet Bag***
Made by Irene McDiarmid.
Awarded the ANZEG national Study Assistance Grant, Irene
chose to attend Lady Anne’s Needlework Retreat in 2014.
Folio includes the bag, pattern and instructions
as well as how to do plaited braid stitched and a slightly
different way of doing detached buttonhole stitch.
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ANZEG Folio No 29

Cross Stitch Hussif
This folio was designed and stitched by Margaret Ross,
Sue Carroll and Dorothy Devane from Kapiti Guild.
Good instructions for a very useful Hussif,
with places for your thimble, scissors, needles and threads.
A very pretty Àower design is used throughout, though
you could use your own design if you wished.
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ANZEG Folio No 30

All In White
Sampler***
A delightful sampler
utilising many different
weights of threads and
stitches to create different
textures. The sampler
consists of 30 bands,
some featuring peacocks,
butterflies and flowers.
The sample is stitched on
32 count even weave linen
and the finished stitching
measures 16cm x 42cm.
All instructions and
sample included.
Designed and stitched by
Ann Brocas and
generously donated to
ANZEG Resources.
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ANZEG Folio No 31

Canvaswork*
Florentine

One page of historical notes precedes the ‘how to’ of this folio.
Suggested fabrics, threads and needles lead to the method of
working with worked coloured samples to entice!
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ANZEG Folio No 32

Wessex Concertina
Needlebook**
Wessex stitched on linen with a cotton fabric inner
with 10 pockets to store packets of needles.
This was designed and stitched for a local guild project.
All instructions and sample included.
Designed and stitched by Jill Wilson from Coromandel Guild.
~ 34 ~

Traditional Schwalm Design (not folio).

ANZEG Folio No 33

Schwalm* and ***
33A. Schwalm*
33B. Schwalm Pincushion and Needlecase*
33C. Schwalm Beginners’ Designs
33D. Schwalm tea Cosy/ Table Centre***
Christine Bishop forwarded these working designs
which are largely taken from her book.
35

ANZEG Folio No 34

Three
Dimensional
Trees**
The thread of linen weave
fabric is pulled and
manipulated to form the tree
trunks and branches then
embellished with surface
stitch and beads.
A fun creative project that
can be framed or used on a
bag, cushion or book cover.
All instructions and
sample included.
Designed and stitched by
Ann Brocas and
generously donated to
ANZEG Resources.
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ANZEG Folio No 35

Drawn Thread Mat***
Folio compiled by Kerry Seeley.
A beautifully worked linen mat with the four corners
each worked in a different technique.
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ANZEG Folio No 36

Goldwork* and ***
You won’t go astray buying incorrect materials for this folio.
A very clear guide with attractive, small embroidered
samples to experiment with.
Compiled by Jo Dixey.
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ANZEG Folio No 37

Elizabethan**
Compiled by Lynette Hale.
This Elizabethan sampler has proved very popular.
Clear instructions lead the way to a successfully
completed piece of work.
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ANZEG Folio No 38

Needlelace***
Rowena Larsen compiled this folio.
An interesting technique and Rowena has working examples to
guide you through to successfully complete all the steps
in needlelace to create a three-dimensional flower.
~ 40 ~

ANZEG Folio No 39

Christmas Decorations*
Members from Coromandel Guild compiled this resource of
34 patterns using existing patterns from library magazines.
Northern Region Guilds were then invited to
stitch the designs and a full set of decorations
were rafÀed at Conference 2016 in Auckland.
~ 41 ~

ANZEG Folio No 40

Stitch Sampler Booklet*
A set of embroidery stitches designed as a workshop for
Hamilton Conference 2010. The variety of stitches
included make this a good learning project for a guild group
with several new members or as an individual project.
All instructions and photos included.
Designed and stitched by Peta McMillan from Whakatane
Guild and generously donated to ANZEG Resources.
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ANZEG Folio No 41

Rectangle
Covered Box**
This project was originally designed for a mid-winter guild
retreat and then taught again at Great Escape in Orewa 2018.
Any type of embroidery can be stitched to go on the top and the
box dimensions could be changed to create a different size.
A sample of the box is included with construction notes.
Designed by Jill Wilson from Coromandel Guild.
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ANZEG Folio No 42

Pattern Darning – Nyzynka/
Kogin Pincushions*
Julie is a self taught embroiderer who loves stitching and
creating counted work projects. This small project was
designed for a fun guild day in Christchurch and when
complete would make a lovely gift or an item for your guild’s
sales table.
Designed by Julie Clemett from JC Design and
generously donated to ANZEG Resources.
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ANZEG Folio No 43

Garden Sampler*
Claire North and Jak Roberts designed this project
for a regional day in Blenheim and have
kindly donated the project to ANZEG Resources.
It is a delightful Garden Sampler, finished size 73 x 126mm
when stitched on 28 count fabric. The charts are very clear and
it would be a suitable project for beginners, as well as others.
~ 45 ~

ANZEG Folio No 44

Jacobs Ladder Needle Holder*
Using your own design for a stitched front and back cover,
this folio includes samples and ‘how to assemble” instructions.
Ideal for using small previous stitched samples that may not
have a current use. Perfect gift or sales table item.
~ 46 ~

ANZEG Folio No 45

Wool Felt Christmas Baubles*
A set of 2 baubles that can be stitched by an individual
or would make a great small guild project.
Jane’s design Àair is well known throughout NZ and
these projects are bright and colourful.
Designed by Jane van Keulen from Hamner and
generously donated to ANZEG Resources.
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ANZEG Folio No 46

ANZEG Diary Cover*
A choice of 2 embroidery designs are offered in this folio – a
Strawberry or an Acorn. These have surface stitching and
beading and a spine designed to store a pen. The perfect size to
use with the annual pocket diary or adapt to ¿t a notebook.
Designed by Gay Downing from Queenstown Guild
and generously gifted to ANZEG Resources.
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ANZEG Folio No 47

Velvet and Felt Bag*
A very dainty bag made from felt and velvet and
embroidered with ribbon and surface stitching. This would
make a delightful gift or could be colour coordinated
to match an out¿t for a special occasion.
Designed by Gay Downing from Queenstown Guild
and generously gifted to ANZEG Resources.
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ANZEG Folio No 48

Introductory
Stitch Programme*
This consists of seven installments
and was originally designed
by Diann Cade from
Coromandel Embroiderers’ Guild.
In 2015, with many new members joining
the Guild, it was decided there was a need to
create a resource to share and encourage
these members with the basics of
embroidery.
After discussion with Regional Reps, who
had Guilds interested in this idea, and with
the permission of Diann and the Coromandel
Guild committee, it is now a resource
available for all.
As there are no samples with this folio,
so a PDF file will be emailed on request.
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ANZEG Folio No 49

New Zealand
Needle
Roll**
This takes the form of a
small sampler decorated
with stitched New
Zealand icons of kiwi,
fantails, frogs,
pohutukawa, fish, ferns
and a spiders web.
The finished piece is lined
and then a piece of
doctors flannel added to
accommodate needles.
It rolls up and is secured
by 2 small buttons.
All instructions and
sample included.
Designed and stitched by
Ann Brocas and
generously donated to
ANZEG Resources.
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ANZEG Folio No 50

Berlin Woolwork*
Berlin Work was first introduced at the beginning
of the 1800s and used mostly in furnishing.
It was primarily worked on canvas with wool thread.
Traditional pieces were stitched using tent stitch.
This folio consists of a set of beautifully hand painted floral
charts, along with pattern and history booklets.
There is a sample included stitched on linen using
DMC stranded thread and cross stitched.
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ANZEG Folio No 51

Canvas Pincushion**
This brightly coloured canvas pin cushion is a delight and is
stitched on 18 count canvas using a variety of threads, floss,
perle 5 and 8, metallic, rayon etc. As Heather suggests,
it is a great project for using up threads left over from
previous projects. The sample uses at least 10 canvas stitches
and there are a few suggestions for alternative stitches.
All instructions and sample included
Designed and stitched by Heather Hamm and
generously donated to ANZEG Resources.
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ANZEG Folio No 52

Pulled Thread Needlebook*
This project is worked on 25 or 28 count linen and a
variegated perle 8 thread.
There are 7 different stitches used and would be ideal for
beginners. There is also a matching scissor fob pattern.
All instructions and sample included
Designed by Ann Brocas and
generously donated to ANZEG Resources.
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ANZEG Folio No 53

Both Sides The Same***
This is an amazing technique which teaches how to start and
finish threads in different ways and to do cross stitch that is the
same both sides. Other stitches used include Holbein stitch,
satin stitch, buttonhole stitch and Maltese crosses. The small
mat can be stitched on 28 or 32 count linen using perle 8 and
perle 12 thread. All instructions and sample included.
Designed and stitched by Peta McMillan and
generously donated to ANZEG Resources.
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ANZEG Folio No 54

Kogin Zip Purse*
Kogin is a traditional Japanese counted thread
embroidery enjoying a modern revival.
This project is designed for beginners using Nanbu Hishizashi
diamond shaped motifs. All instructions and sample included.
Designed and stitched by Jill Wilson and
generously donated to ANZEG Resources.
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ANZEG Folio No 55

Pohutukawa
Mat**
A delightful small mat stitched on
even weave linen using shaded
red stranded thread and #12 Perle.
Instructions and sample included.
Designed by Olwyn Horwood;
sample stitched by Jill Wilson
and generously donated to
ANZEG Resources.
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ANZEG Folio No 56

Blackwork Christmas
Decorations x17**
A lovely set of blackwork decoration to enhance a Christmas
tree. All instructions and samples included.
Designed by Heather Constantine and Jill Wilson
with samples stitched by Helen Pearce and
generously donated to ANZEG Resources
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ANZEG Folio No 57

Pocket for Titania**
This small draw string pocket is designed so that each
embroiderer can choose stitches and placement to make their
project unique. The background grid is a triangle of drawn
thread stitching, then the design is stitched using thread, beads,
sequins etc. Clear notes and a sample are included.
Designed by Lee Westfield and
generously donated to ANZEG Resources.
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ANZEG Folio No 58

Peacock Scissor/Needlecase**
This exquisite Elizabethan embroidery project
would make a lovely gift for a fellow embroiderer
or stitched to accommodate your own scissors.
It is decorated with two beautiful peacocks.
This folio is suitable to be used as a group guild project.
There are clear instructions, patterns and a sample included.
This project was designed and stitched by Lynette Hale
(Christchurch) and generously donated to ANZEG Resources.
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ANZEG Folio No 59

Elizabethan
Pincushion***
This gorgeous Elizabethan embroidery is a pincushion
modelled on a gentleman’s sleeping cap.
It is decorated with acorns, leaves, flowers and a pear.
This folio is suitable to be used as a group guild project.
There are clear instructions, patterns and a sample included.
This project was designed and stitched by Lynette Hale
(Christchurch) and generously donated to ANZEG Resources.
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